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abnormal network
behavior before a
fault actually occurs.
In a test at RPI, an
agent on a router
detected a file server
failure 12 minutes
before it occurred.

A

s the Internet becomes a critical component of our society,
a key challenge is to maintain network availability and reliability. The increasing number of networks is making downtime more costly. Network management tools and techniques must
therefore become better at detecting and identifying network faults.
Fault management is no easy task, however. Fundamental changes
to the network occur much more frequently as demand grows and
components and applications are developed in an open environment.
Although mixing and matching hardware and software from different vendors supports customization and use of the latest technologies, it also increases the risk of faults and other problems.1
Current fault management implementations generally rely on the
expertise of a human network manager, which is translated to a set of
rules and then to threshold levels on the measurement variables being
collected. As networks become more complex and changes occur more
frequently, the human network manager will find it hard to maintain
a sufficient level of expertise on a particular network’s behavior.
Fault management research has covered approaches such as expert
systems, finite state machines, advanced database techniques, and probabilistic methods. Aurel Lazar and colleagues give a good review of
communication network fault detection and identification.2 The drawback to all these approaches is that they require a specification of the
faults to be detected, and it is not feasible to specify all possible faults.
Also, changes in network configuration, applications, and traffic can
alter the type and nature of possible faults, which makes modeling
them impractical in many cases.
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bility of each measured variable at a given
time. It then uses its combination of information component to combine the probabilities using a Bayesian network, which proFigure 1. Structural overview of the intelligent processing agent.
vides a method for estimating probabilities
and allows the agent to combine observed
information with prior knowledge. The
Another research approach is to use learning machines that agent can therefore provide the node with a complete, less
detect anomalies.3 Although this approach does not require fault noisy (relative to using individual variables) picture of the
modeling, neither does it provide a way to correlate the infor- network’s health from that particular node.
mation collected in space or time.
In this article, we describe an intelligent agent that process- Observation Processing
es information collected by Simple Network Management The observation processing component uses a change-detecProtocol agents and uses it to detect the network anomalies tion method to characterize the behavior of measurement
that typically precede a fault. The SNMP agents collect infor- variables. Because network behavior is dynamic, the behavior
mation about the network node through their management of the measurement variables changes frequently. Most
information base, or MIB, which holds a set of variables per- changes are related to network traffic, so simply detecting
tinent to that particular node. The intelligent agents learn that a change has occurred is not enough. The goal is to recthe normal behavior of each measurement variable and com- ognize changes that are important in the context of network
bine the information in the probabilistic framework of a behavioral anomalies that correspond to network faults. This
Bayesian network. This yields a picture of the network’s process has three aspects: segmenting data in a meaningful
health from the perspective of the network node, which can way, extracting features that tell whether the variable is
be used to trigger local correcexhibiting normal or abnortive action or a message to a
mal behavior, and learning
centralized network manager.
what constitutes a variable’s
The intelligent agent
normal and abnormal
The intelligent agent can
approach has several benefits. It
behavior.
detect unknown faults and
can detect unknown faults and
correlate information in space
Segmentation. Because a
correlate information in
and time. Because it can detect
network is dynamic, obserspace and time.
subtle changes that precede an
vations are necessarily made
actual fault, the node or a netover time. The agent uses
work manager can correct the
an algorithm4 that segments
condition, possibly preventing
data into variable-length
outages or downtime. The intelligent agents themselves pieces, each of which contains a portion of the time series
require very little network specification and can be general- that is statistically similar. The algorithm assumes that the
ized across network nodes and network types. Finally, SNMP time series is from a piecewise wide-sense stationary Gaussian
agents are included in most pieces of equipment for the Inter- process. After segmentation the signals are in stationary
net, so there is no need for specialized hardware to monitor pieces.
the network.
Segmentation offers three main benefits. First, the statisIn developing the intelligent agent, we collected data tics calculated from each segment are more representative of
from the network used by RPI’s Computer Science Depart- the signal. Second, the signal-processing techniques that
ment. The network consists of seven subnetworks and two require a stationary signal can be used within each segment.
routers. The agent, which was on a correctly operating Third, segmentation temporally correlates the observations.
router, detected a failure in one of the subnetwork’s compo- Because many network signals are bursty, the temporal correlation can help the agent distinguish between a burst and
nents 12 minutes before it occurred.
a change in the signal’s nature.
STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW
Figure 1 is a diagram of how the intelligent agent approach Feature extraction. Once it has grouped the observations into
works. Each network node must compose its own picture of segments, the agent must extract information, or features,
the network’s health. To provide the node with this picture, pertinent to fault detection from each segment. There are
the agent first uses its observation processing component to many ways to extract features, most of which have distinct
process raw measurement variables and obtain the proba- disadvantages. The most common method for detecting
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abnormal behavior is thresholds. The feature is not the value
of the threshold itself, but information on whether or not a
particular measurement variable has exceeded the threshold.
If there are both upper and lower thresholds, the feature
would be information that tells if the variable is between the
two thresholds. Because thresholds are highly dependent on
the traffic level, it is hard to set the proper threshold level.
Improperly set thresholds may never be exceeded, thereby
letting problems go undetected, or they may be exceeded
too often, flooding the network manager with false alarms.
Moreover, even if thresholds are properly set, they tend to
detect only large rises and falls in a measurement variable, missing the more subtle behavioral changes. Figure 2 illustrates this.
The level of a signal drops off whenever a measured variable
changes. This tells nothing about the nature of the change,
however. Is it normal or abnormal behavior for that variable?
Ideally, we want to capture only the signal information
that will change or become abnormal when a problem is
occurring. To do this, we need features that can use network
traffic measurements to distinguish abnormal from normal
network behavior. Unfortunately, this is an open problem,
so we chose features that change along with the network and
allow the normal behavior model to continually adapt.
Using these features, we are able to detect the more subtle
signs of problems, which in turn allows corrective actions
that avoid a bigger problem.
Our change-detection method uses the parameters of a
second-order autoregressive process AR(2) as features. The
AR(2) process is defined as

Learning behavior. The agent uses the fea-

tures just described to establish a description
of normal behavior in the form of a probability distribution.
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To estimate the likelihood of each sample when the network is operating normally and when there is a fault, we
must know exactly when the network is operating normally
from the node’s view. However, this information is not typically available. Instead, we use information about the network’s health from the log files generated by problem-reporting tools. The log files contain reports on certain types of
network problems that have occurred, so from a learning
perspective, we can use these reports as measurement “labels”
that tell when the faults occurred.
One way to use these labels is to learn the probability distribution of each measurement variable when its related network function is abnormal. This is extremely difficult, however, because with so few examples of network problems,
there is not yet the variety (many examples of different problems) or depth (several examples of the same type of problem) for the agent to effectively learn the distribution.
Instead, the agent must learn the probability distribution
when the variable’s related network function is normal. We
define normal behavior as the variable’s behavior during the
learning window—the period in which the agent learns the
distribution. We assume that the agent will rarely learn problematic behavior as normal behavior.
Because we are unable to use data to estimate the probability distribution when the network is abnormal, we treat
this distribution as unknown6 and assume a uniform distribution over a range of the AR(2) parameters.7 Any sample
that falls outside this range is considered abnormal.
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Signal value

where y (t) is the value of the signal at time
t, a1 and a2 are the AR parameters used as
features, and e (t) is a white-noise process.
One of our motivations for using AR
parameters was simplicity. Ideally, if an
underlying stochastic process that governs
the data is composed of piecewise Gaussian
processes, the extracted AR parameters
would be able to characterize the process
well, assuming the order of the AR process
is properly chosen. Otherwise, our AR parameters would correspond to the best linear
approximation in terms of mean-squareerror. Others have tried higher order AR
processes, but observed no significant gain
in detection ability.5

Signal value

y(t) = a1y(t − 1) + a2y(t − 2) + e(t)
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Figure 2. Examples of subtle behavior not detected using thresholds (dotted
lines). Thresholds can miss (a) sudden drop-offs in the signal and (b) more
subtle variations. Even if thresholds do catch these differences, they do not
provide any information that classifies the change as normal or abnormal.
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These variables correspond to the MIB groups
and thus represent different
types of network functionality. In our work, we assume
that the network variable
comprises only the IF, IP,
IF
IP
UDP
and UDP functions, since
these were the functions
used at the routers on the
network we used in developing the intelligent agent, and
the router is the node where
ifMIB1
ifMIBn
ipMIB1
ipMIBn
udpMIB1
udpMIBn
the agent resides. It is
straightforward to add other
network functions.
Figure 3. Bayesian network for fault detection. At the top level is the network variable, which
In our model, the netcorresponds to the network’s entire functionality. At the next level down are the internal net- work’s health is the most
work variables, which represent different types of network functionality. At the bottom level general information estiare the MIB variables, which are stored in each SNMP agent’s management information base. mated and can be considered an underlying influence
The arrows between the various nodes go from cause to effect.
on the rest of the nodes in
the Bayesian network. As
Combination of Information
the figure shows, the network’s overall health directly influThe goal of this component is to combine the processed mea- ences the health of the network’s three functions, IF, IP, and
surement variable information into higher level measures of UDP (denoted by the cause-effect arrows going from the
network behavior from the network node’s view. These mea- network node to the corresponding three nodes). Likewise,
sures, which are the intelligent agent’s outputs, can be used to for each network function, the health of that function directtrigger local control actions or a message to a centralized net- ly influences the values of the individual measurement or
work manager.
MIB variables for that function. One way to interpret this
Each measurement variable is combined in the proba- is that a problem in the network will cause symptoms to
bilistic framework of a Bayesian network,8,9 whose structure show up in the MIB variables of that function.
is shown in Figure 3. The agent begins the combination
We have designed our Bayesian network model on the basis
process by defining the random variables or nodes in the of these intuitive relationships. The model requires the conBayesian network. Two types of variables must be estimat- ditional independence assumptions described in the sidebar
ed. The observed variables are
“Bayesian Networks” on the next page. We assume that given
knowledge of the network’s health, the health of the three net■ network (top node), which corresponds to all the network functions is independent. Given the health of a network
work functions, and
function, the measurement variables for other network func■ MIB variables, which are the features from the SNMP
tions do not contribute any additional information. These
agent’s management information base (bottom row of assumptions are reasonable, since each network function repnodes).
resents an independent functional network component. These
components may fail independently, although there is a relaThe observed variables represent the network’s health from tionship between the functions, and serious problems in one
the intelligent agent’s view. The MIB variables within a group component can eventually impact the others.
are the measurement variables for that network function.
This conditional independence is an assumption we use as
The not observed variables, or internal variables (middle the first step in simplifying the problem of combining inforrow of nodes in the figure), include
mation. We realize that the MIB variables in general can be
dependent, and their dependence can be complicated, chang■ IF, which represents the network interface,
ing with time. We plan to address this in future research.
■ IP, which represents the Internet Protocol, and
Each internal variable (IF, IP, and UDP) and the variable
■ UDP, which represents User Datagram Protocol.
for network health (network) is discrete and has two states,
normal and abnormal. Each MIB variable is continuous.
Network
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p(n = normal/abnormal | MIBs)

(1)

p(nf = normal/abnormal | MIBs)

(2)

where n is the network and nf is one of the network functions (IF, IP, or UDP). These two probabilities correspond
to the health of the network and the internetwork layers
given the observations.
Due to the tree or singly connected structure of the Bayesian
network, these probabilities can be calculated efficiently either
directly or using Pearl’s algorithm.9 The equations for the direct
calculation can easily be derived using the conditional independence assumption stated earlier and Bayes’ rule. We can
then reduce the task of estimating posterior probabilities to
simply estimating the conditional probability:
p(MIB variable | nf = normal/abnormal)

(3)

These are the conditional probabilities of the observations given the health of the network, and can be directly
estimated from data. In addition, we must determine the
following prior probabilities to completely specify the probabilities given in Equations 1 and 2:
p(network = normal / abnormal);
(4)
p(nf = normal / abnormal | network = normal / abnormal)(5)
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BAYESIAN NETWORKS

As a first step in determining the correct state, we must
estimate a set of prior, or posterior, probabilities:

and

E

A Bayesian network, also called a belief network or a causal
network, is a graphical representation of relationships within a problem domain. Bayesian networks provide a theoretical framework for combining statistical data with prior
knowledge about the problem domain, which makes them
particularly useful in practical applications. Indeed they have
been widely used for medical diagnosis, troubleshooting,
and in communications.1
In formal terms, a Bayesian network is a directed acyclic
graph, in which certain conditional independence assumptions hold.2 The DAG’s nodes represent random variables.
The conditional independence assumptions are as follows:
Given a DAG G = (N,E), where n ∈ N is a node in the
network, and e ∈ E is a directed arc. For each n ∈ N, let p(n)
⊆ N be the set of all parents of n, and d(n) ⊆ N be the set of
all descendants of n. For every subset W ⊆ N − (d(n) ∪ {n}),
W and n are conditionally independent given p(n).3
In other words, for any node in the DAG, given that
node’s parents, that node is independent of any other node,
not its descendant.
These assumptions let us use algorithms2 to estimate the
conditional probabilities of any of the nodes (or random variables) in the Bayesian network, given the observed information or evidence. The efficiency of the algorithm depends
on the structure of the Bayesian network.
REFERENCES

We estimate the prior probability in Equation 4 and the
conditional probabilities in Equation 5 using prior knowledge of the network behavior gained from observations and
conversations with the network managers. These probabilities
remain constant throughout the learning process. We estimate the conditional probabilities in Equation 3 using the
observed MIB variables.
Since the intelligent agent is monitoring
locally, all the probabilities estimated from
the observed MIB variables are available to
the system. The system can then calculate
Subnet 1
the desired posterior probabilities using a
complete and current set of observations.
DATA COLLECTION
Figure 4 shows the network we used to collect data for the intelligent agent. It is made
up of seven subnetworks, or subnets, and
two routers. The nodes on the subnets, such
as workstations, printers, and file servers, are
not shown except for two file servers (fs1
and fs2) and the data collection machine
(nm).
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fs2
Subnet 2

Subnet 5

fs1
Router 1

Subnet 3

Router 2

Subnet 6

nm
Subnet 4

Subnet 7

Figure 4. Configuration of the network for data collection. For simplicity, no
subnet nodes are shown except the file servers (fs1 and fs2) and the data collection machine (nm).
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The remaining fault was reported as excessive Ethernet collision on one of the subnets.
Because of the limitations of syslog, we were
able to observe only faults in which a service
the network provides was not operational.
Although nine of the faults reported by
syslog messages were the same, we did not
observe the same types of data changes from
fault to fault—possibly because the faults
were caused by different sets of circumstances or root causes. However, we were not
able to determine this because we did not
know the implementation details of the network nodes.
Sample Fault

One of the faults reported as “server not
responding” involved the file server on sub0.2
0.2
net 2. A total of 13 workstations reported
this problem (seven on Subnet 2, four on
0
0
Subnet 3, and two on Subnet 4). Using a
0 1,000 2,000 3,000
0 1,000 2,000 3,000
one-hour learning window, we estimated the
(c)
(d)
results for the posterior probabilities as p(netFigure 5. Network results reported by the intelligent agent. The horizontal work = abnormal|MIBs), p(IF = abnoraxes are time in seconds. The vertical axes are the posterior probabilities of mal|MIBs), p(IP = abnormal|MIBs), and
abnormal behavior in the (a) IF variable, (b) IP variable, (c) UDP variable, p(UDP = abnormal|MIBs).
Figures 5a through 5d show these, respecand (d) network variable. By combining information from (a) through (c), the
agent was able to detect abnormal behavior 12 minutes before the server was tively. The asterisks mark the file server’s
downtime. As the figures show, anomalies
reported unreachable (denoted by asterisks).
are present before the problem in all three
network functions (an anomaly was any
Router 1 is the gateway between this network and the abnormal probability of more than 0.5), but only IP (Figcampus network, with all traffic to and from the campus and ure 5b) detects the anomaly during the crash. By combinthe outside world flowing through it. Router 2 routes main- ing information from the three MIB variables, the agent was
ly the local traffic between the subnetworks. A large part of able to detect the abnormal behavior approximately 12 minthis traffic is access from workstations to the file servers. Data utes before the server was reported unreachable. We
collectors gathered data from Router 2, the internal router, obtained similar results when we used a four-hour learning
by polling it every 15 seconds using SNMP queries. Among window, which means that detection was not very sensitive
the 45 available MIB variables, only 14 were consistently to window size once we arrived at a reasonable size.
Moreover, although the file server being down was not a
active. The group collected data from the router continuously
router
problem, the intelligent agent at the router was able to
from October 1995 to March 1996. During this time, they
detect
that there was an anomaly because of changes in its
also saved the log files generated by the syslog function so that
MIB
variables.
Therefore, the results are from the router’s
we could label the faults within the data. Because syslog is
view
of
the
network.
not targeted specifically for network errors, it reports only a
subset of all network problems. Its reports do not provide any
We compared our results to those we obtained with a feainformation about the cause of the problem.
ture set of upper and lower thresholds. We calculated the
thresholds by adding or subtracting the (sample) variance
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
from the sample mean calculated from the data within a
We tested the intelligent agent on a set of 10 faults observed learning window. If a sample point fell between the lower
on the network diagrammed in Figure 4 during data collec- and upper thresholds, it corresponded to the normal situation. Nine of the 10 faults were recorded as “server not tion; otherwise, it corresponded to an abnormal situation.
responding,” which indicates a severe problem that could be To combine the information from each MIB variable, we
due to the server being down or the path being unavailable. counted the total number of variables that exceeded their
0.4
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Figure 6. Results from comparing the intelligent agent with the use of thresholds: (a) intelligent agent with a one hour learning window; (b) the intelligent agent with a four-hour learning window; and (c) upper and lower thresholds with a one week
learning window. The horizontal axes denote time in seconds, the vertical axes denote the probability that all variables exceed
their thresholds at each instance, and the asterisks denote downtime.

thresholds at each instance using thresholds from three
learning windows: one hour, four hours, and a week. Figure
6 shows the results of this comparison. Figures 6a and 6b
represent results with the intelligent agent for the one-hour
and four-hour windows, respectively. Figure 6c represents
the results using the upper and lower thresholds. The oneweek interval reflects the common practice of determining
threshold levels using a large amount of data. The asterisks
denote the period where the file server was not responding.
As the figure shows, the results for the one- and four-hour
learning windows are almost identical. Both have small
peaks where thresholds have been exceeded by three of the
14 MIB variables. Because the corresponding probabilities
are much smaller than 0.5, these results may not be sufficient to clearly indicate a problem. The results using a oneweek learning window are essentially the same for the entire
hour, thereby providing no useful information. This is an
intrinsic limitation of threshold methods.
Composite Results

The intelligent agent detected seven of the 10 faults studied
(all the faults, not just the “server not responding” faults)
using a one-hour learning window, and five of the 10 faults
using a four-hour learning window. We considered a fault
detected if the posterior probability of abnormal network
variable behavior was greater than 0.5.
These results need to be put into perspective. Ideally, we
could calculate the number of times a fault is detected when
there is no fault (false alarms). However, because we had
labels from the syslog file only for the severe faults, we did
not know what other faults should or should not be detected. Therefore, to get some measure of sensitivity to characterize the false alarm rate, we calculated the percentage of
time the posterior probability of the Network, IF, IP, and

IEEE INTERNET COMPUTING

UDP variables are abnormal. Table 1 gives these results. The
percentages reflect what would have been false alarms had
all faults been reported through syslog messages.
As the table shows, abnormalities at the agent’s highest
level (Network) are being detected only a small percentage
of the time. This means fault detection at the lower levels is
significant. On the other hand, the faults not detected may
not have had symptoms present at the router, or the features
we used may not have captured the information needed to
detect the symptoms that were present.
The results in the table indicate a larger than desired
number of false alarms. We need to further investigate feature extraction to reduce the false-alarm rate, yet still maintain accurate detections.
FUTURE WORK
Our work on the intelligent agents can be viewed as a first
step toward automated fault management using intelligent
agents. One direction of our future work is to improve the
agent’s performance. To that end, we plan to further investigate the feasibility and limitations of AR parameters, as
well as the combining schemes. For example, more sophisticated learning methods are available to deal with the unob-

Table 1. Percentage of time the posterior probability
of Network, IF, IP, and UDP variables are abnormal.
One-hour
Four-hour
learning window learning window
Network abnormal
6.29%
3.85%
IF abnormal
35.97%
24.85%
IP abnormal
42.03%
33.32%
UDP abnormal
42.24%
30.29%
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servable variables.8 These methods increase computational
complexity, something we did not want in our initial investigation. We will also study in more depth how to better
incorporate the prior knowledge available at a network node.
These efforts should reduce the number of false alarms.
We would also like to expand the scope of our current
work. The intelligent agent can be generalized to different
types of network nodes with minimal network-specific information required beforehand. This makes the intelligent
agents a feasible mechanism for managing heterogeneous networks. We could extend the Bayesian formulation of the
problem to combine observations of several intelligent agents
from multiple network nodes in the network, thereby tackling the problem of fault detection in large networks.
■
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